The architecture of the sinus node, the atrioventricular conduction axis, and the internodal atrial myocardium.
Concomitant with the development of catheter ablation techniques for the treatment of atrial arrhythmias, there is renewed interest in the morphologic arrangement of the cardiac conduction system. In this article, we revisit the anatomy of the specialized tissues, making special reference to the descriptions given at the time of their discovery. According to criteria for histologic distinction of morphologically specialized tracts set nearly 100 years ago, the penetrating bundle (of His) and the ventricular bundle branches are tracts of specialized cells encased by insulating sheaths of fibrous tissue. In contrast, the sinus and AV nodes are recognized histologically but are not insulated from the working atrial myocardium. At its distal extent, the AV node is distinguished from the penetrating bundle not so much by cellular characteristics, but by the presence of a fibrous collar that surrounds the specialized cells. At the atrial part, a zone of histologically transitional cells interposes between the compact node and the working atrial myocardium. Transitional cells enter the triangle of Koch to join the compact node from superiorly, inferiorly, posteriorly, and from the left. Transitional cells of the sinus node, in contrast, are limited to short tongues that interdigitate with musculature of the terminal crest. Apart from a variable extension of its tail, there are no prominent histologically discrete extensions from the sinus node into the working atrial musculature. The internodal myocardium does not contain discrete conducting tracts comparable with the ventricular bundle branches. Preferential conduction more likely reflects the arrangement of the working internodal cells and their related cellular properties.